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PUBLIC.
IN FORCE.

PART 1: MAIN POINTS

1.  Harpstitution  is  the  main  regulatory  document  of  the  Hard  Reality
Paradigm.  No  other  internal  documents  or  partisan  actions  can  be  in
contradiction with the Harpstitution.

2. Hard Reality Paradigm is a political party in the Kingdom of Talossa. It's
abbrivature is HaRP.

3. Official symbols of HaRP are as such: green and gray colors, a lyre (a kind
of a small harp).

4. HaRP's motto is: «There Will Be A Dawn For Us».

5.  HaRP's  Core  Assumption  is  that  «Human  civilization  has  reached  a
point  of  no  return,  where  the  complex,  harmful,  unhuman  and
unsustainable system is starting to fall apart.  Eventually, probably pretty
soon, it will lead to social, economical, ecological and systematic decline of
our  civilization.  Talossa  needs to  survive through this,  becoming a  new
kind of society, as the old ones rot».

6. HaRP's goals are as such:

- Gradually build a basis for Talossa outside of the Internet

- Encourage non-Internet communication between the citizens of Talossa
(e.g. letter writing, real life meeting)



-  Promote all  projects that  aim to make artifacts  of  affiliation to Talossa
(coins, stamps, ID cards and such)

- Promote values of environmentalism, sanity, simplicity in Talossa

-  Encourage development,  learning and usage of  Talossan language (e.g.
make a Witt a chat room for Talossan-only chats)

-  Focus on attracting active and passionate citizens,  that  will  help build
Talossa beyond what it currently is.

- Preserve monarchy as a purely symbolic part of our history. A monarch
should hold no power beyond his respect among citizens.

- Preserve accurately Talossan history, documents, information and culture

- Encourage Talossan artwork

-  Ideally,  in  case  (or  when)  current  international  law  stops  functioning,
inhabit  real  territory  and  build  a  society  based  on  aforementioned
principles

PART 2: PARTY MEMBERS

1. Any Talossan can be a member of HaRP.

2. To become a member of HaRP, a citizen needs to state his wish explicitly.
After doing so, a vote will be held. After three days of voting, if majority
votes in favor, a citizen will be accepted as a member of HaRP.

3.  Every  member  can leave  the  party  by  stating his  wish explicitly.  His
membership renounciation will be effective immediately.

4.  Any member can be removed from party through the procedure of a
Common Vote.



PART 3: PARTY OFFICES

1. HaRP structure has several Party Offices it's members can hold.

2.  Party Leader is the leader of the Party. He's elected through Common
Vote.

3. Party Co-Leader is the deputy leader of the Party. He can help the leader
with every issue and act on behalf of him if the Leader needs so.

PART 4: COMMON VOTE

1. The Common Vote is the main decision-making procedure.

2. Every member of HaRP can initiate the Common Vote any time. To do
that, he needs to formulate the objective of the Vote. The Vote starts upon
approvement by the Party Leader.

3. Vote process and results are written down with a HaRP Document.

4.  To  pass,  the  Common  Vote  needs  simple  majority.  The  result  of  a
Common  Vote  can  be  vetoed  by  the  Party  Leader,  if  less  than  2/3  of
members voted in favor.

5. Common Vote lasts either for certain amount of time, or until reach of
certain percentage of party voters.

PART 5: PARTY DOCUMENTS

1.  Partisan  organisation,  decisions,  votes  and  other  unspecified  types  of
things concerning the HaRP are summarized as Party Documents. There
are several types of Party Documents.

2. Party Documents follow the version systems. All the versions are listed



in a special Archive Document. Only the last version of any Document is
actual, others are preserved for history.

3. Party Documents can either be public or private. Public documents are
publicized in HaRP's TalossaWiki page. Private are preserved within the
Party.

4. Party Laws have the name index «H*» where * is it's number. Numeration
is  throughout.  Party  Laws  are  effective  if  it's  effectiveness  is  explicitly
stated in the Law. Party Laws can only be changed through Common Vote.
Laws can be either public or private.

5.  Party  Official  Statements  have  name  index  «HS*».  These  are  official
statements made by any office of the party. They are public.

6. Party Votes have the name index «HV*». These are scores and results of
party Common Votes. They are either public or private.

7. Party Informationals have the name index «HI*». These are informational
documents of any other kind. They are either public or private.
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